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        DISCOVER OUR ZONES

        Welcome to the Multiple Intelligence learning paradise! Here we have four Multiple Intelligence areas, where eight kinds of Multiple Intelligence activities will be held.
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              Smart

              Enhance multiple intelligence in Nature, People and Body Smart through body training, active interaction

            

            
              Venue

              L1

            

            
              Opening Hour

              Mon-Sun

10:30-20:00


            

            

          

        

      

    


    
    
      
        DISCOVER OUR CHARACTERS

        We create 8 mascots to represent 8 M.I.s in order to easily share the ideas of different MIs with kids and parents. They are Julie and her son(People Smart), Leo(Body Smart), Kala(Visual Smart), Coda(Music Smart), Louisa(Word Smart), Issac(Logic Smart), Gemma(Nature Smart) and Max(Self Smart).
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                Louisa has a very good memory and is a bookworm. Library and dictionary are her favorites. She loves to learn different languages of different countries.
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                Julie and her son Joey are both very sociable and lovable who do care for others. They love talking to people, listening to others feelings and problems.
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                Kala is very creative and loves all forms of art with painting her favorite hobby. She thinks painting can replace wordings.
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                Coda is a music teacher and expects everyone to keep rhythm properly and sing in tune. To him, music is just so important that ‘No Music, No Life’.
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                Max is a confident leopard who always believes in himself. He is good at helping people to under their own feelings and inner-self.
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                Isaac is quick-minded and good at math, science and puzzle. His favorite activities are counting and playing number games.
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                Leo is very strong and a health nut indeed. He does exercises all the time so as to remain as the King of Jungle. He can lift everything.
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                Gemma is very knowledgeable in plants and flowers. Her favorite activities are hiking and gardening. She believes nature will resolve every problem.
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        BABY CARE ROOM AND KIDS SERVICES

        WE OFFER THE BEST CARE
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              FIVE-STAR PATERNITY FACILITIES

              70% percent of the shops in D‧PARK are integrated with kids elements. In addition, it has recruited nearly 30 internationally renowned children's brands to build 300,000 square feet of children's world. Moreover, a series of child meals can be found in the restaurant...
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              NEXT MOBILE BEST MALL AWARDS

              BEST KID ACTIVITIES AND FACILITIES AWARD
- Apple Daily News -

            

          

        

      

    


    
    
      
        D．PICK

        BEST SELECTION FOR FAMILIES

        D・PICK will regularly select goods and services of the merchants to recommend to your whole family
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